Table 10 text responses

Who is currently responsible for managing the data?

- Comments:

[-] I have some audio data stored at AIATSIS in Canberra and they manage access to it under pre-arranged conditions.

[-] various - depends which project

[-] Students working on the data for their thesis projects manage their own data.

[-] Data is automatically backed up onto [...]’s tapes storage system via the SAN and the use of rsync.

[-] IT staff within the research group

[-] each project’s data is managed separately

[-] I don’t manage my data. I read, think and write. This is not management.

[-] As director of research I manage the data.

[-] We have no school based IT staff (have contract with ITS) and only have capacity to back up small amounts of data. We have to take responsibility for our own data files.

[-] Project data is the responsibility of Project Leaders. The Centre collects data related to our Key Performance Indicators (as required by the ARC) centrally, in a Centre-developed web-based Content Management System; note that because the Centre spans different institutions (including Schools in different faculties in [university], plus other universities), the CMS is publicly available with password protection.

[-] The designated person may vary from study to study depending on the principal investigator/supervisor

[-] SAN is managed by [faculty] IT section. Archiving is managed by researchers in conjunction with archivist. Reports and publications handled through espace where possible.

[-] Under the current LIEF grant, we will be hiring an archivist to look after the Australian Qualitative Archive (AQa)

[-] And investigators on project

[-] Varies from project to project.

[-] i think

[-] Data manager

[-] Copies to research team Website backed up by hosting institution

[-] Who has access and manages the data depends on the particular project.

[-] Students

[-] Many people in my research team manage components of our research database.

[-] all staff working on project director is most senior responsible person but has least contact/management role

[-] Research partner

[-] and an external database developer

[-] Just setting up here - currently probably I am responsible but there may be someone within the research institute

[-] postgrad students

[-] Data is generated by students and staff. They are responsible for committing it to backed-up location.

[-] group

[-] Co-researcher(s)

[-] In collaborative work, key material is usually held by more than one person.

[-] Database Manager

[-] IT staff manage data storage and backup for all computer labs but most of my work is separate from this so I hold the main responsibility for it.

[-] Varies enormously by project

[-] Students

[-] Again it depends on the project but usually the individual.

[-] Again, the particular mix will be determined on a project by project basis - as they are all different.

[-] Administrative Assistant

[-] Postgraduate students manage their own data and are required to leave digital and paper copies of raw data with supervisors before they leave.
Table 10 text responses

[-----] Data collection and management conducted by the user. This includes students. The software for data collection is managed by the facility manager.
[-----] It disappoints me that there is no one to help with this responsibility
[-----] Mix of responsibilities depending on data source
[-----] staff generating data
[-----] [person] manages the data.
[-----] Chief Investigators
[-----] Supervisory Team
[-----] Thank goodness my partner is an IT professional
[-----] my company
[-----] [service] for the faculty sharedrive
[-----] We are only just beginning to think about our data management requirements so this survey has been well timed.
[-----] PhD students
[-----] Research students and other chief investigators
[-----] Online survey site provider
[-----] Nobody therefore myself
[-----] Part time technical research assistant / database administrator.
[-----] These answers apply to the range of projects I am associated with, including rhd projects
[-----] Project Supervisor, who is other than the Project Manager.
[-----] Also the researcher generating the data